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This reference guide provides you with an overview of the Albertan’s Vaccination 

Portal. It is an easy-to-use, secure, online tool to manage registration and booking of 
vaccination appointments from an Albertan’s perspective. This reference guide will show 
you the step-by-step process of the vaccination appointment booking via the 

Appointment Booking Portal so that you are equipped to support Albertans if they call in 
for help while they try to book their appointments.

Steps to Book a Vaccination Appointment 

Albertans can book a vaccine appointment through the Appointment Booking Portal. 

Upon successful registration, Albertans will receive the link to Appointment Booking 
Portal via their preferred method of communication. This link will also display on the 
final page of registration. Albertans can also access the Appointment Booking Portal by 

clicking on Book Online, from the Registration Portal landing page.

Emails will be received from abvaccinebooking-perf@gov.ab.ca and SMS will be received from (587) 

374-0040 number. 
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Overview of Appointment Booking Process

• Health Care Providers and Provincial Operations supporting vaccination 

appointment booking.
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Access Appointment Booking Portal

When a registered Albertan would like to book their vaccination appointment, they will 

be directed to the Appointment Booking Portal, as shown above. On this page, they 
will need to follow the steps below:

Note: All fields marked in * red asterisk are required. Select any of the links underlined for more detailed 

information.

* The Albertan must enter their Alberta PHN or ULI

or

* The Albertan must enter their Registration Number.

If the Albertan does not have an PHN or ULI, or a registration number they will not be able to book 

their appointment using the portal and will have to call 811 for further assistance. The following 

warning will pop-up: Our records show that you are missing information required o book an 

appointment. Please call Health Link at 811 to assist with booking an appointment.

The individual must provide a verified ULI or PHN on their profile record for them to access the 

Booking Portal

If the Albertan does not yet registered in ABVS. They will be prompted to register before booking 

an Appointment.
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Access Appointment Booking Portal
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* The Albertan must enter their Date of Birth.

To enter a date, the Albertan can click on the calendar icon and select the date or type it 

in using the following format: Mar 5, 1945.

* The Albertan must enter their Email or Phone Number provided during the 
registration process. 

If the Albertan registered with an Email, they must enter their Email in the field. If the Albertan registered with 

a Phone Number, they must enter their Phone Number. If they registered with an Email and a Phone 

Number, they must enter either their Email or their Phone Number in the field.

The Albertan checks the reCAPTCHA box indicating I’m not a robot.

The Albertan clicks Continue to the next screen.

They will be brought to a page where they will select a vaccination program.

If the Albertan has not yet registered, they can click on the Click Here link to be redirected to the 

Registration Portal Landing Page (see screenshot on previous page).
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* The Albertan will select the Vaccine Program they would like to book an 

appointment for.

If the Albertan selects Influenza, they will proceed with step 2b on page 7.

If the Albertan selects COVID-19, two additional questions will display.

* The Albertan will select a COVID-19 Vaccine Type.

Families will be required to book separate appointments for the adult and 

pediatric versions of the Pfizer vaccination. Pediatric Pfizer can be booked for 

Albertans aged 5 – 11 and Pfizer can be booked for Albertans 12 or older 

according to birthdate and Moderna for age 18 or older. 

Step 1: Select Vaccination Program / Add Family Members
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For Influenza:

• If one or more members of a group or individual booking are less than 5 years old, 

only AHS Sites that can accommodate all members on the same day will display.

• If all members of a group or individual booking are 5 years old or older and have a 

valid PHN, then only Pharmacies and remote AHS Sites, that can accommodate all 

members on the same day will display.

For COVID-19 and Influenza:

• If one or more members of a group or individual booking has an invalid PHN, only 

AHS Sites that can accommodate all members on the same day will display.

* The Albertan will select which dose they are booking for.

If the Albertan is booking for an Additional Dose, The Albertans would need to select 

an “Do you have an Immunocompromised condition ” option in order to update the 

immunization forecast to give shorter spacing between their last and additional dose. If 

the Albertan is booking for their 4th dose due to an immunocompromised condition, they 

would need to select this field. 

Note: Additional doses are not available for Pediatric Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine Types.

Step 1: Select Vaccination Program / Add Family Members
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Citizen Eligibility and  Age Restrictions
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The system will prevent the Albertan from proceeding to the next  step of the 

booking flow, if they are ineligible to book their next dose or if they are 
ineligible for the selected vaccine based on age. 

1. To be eligible for Pediatric Pfizer Vaccine dose, the Albertan must be 5 –
11 years of age and must meet minimum eligibility factors based upon 

their Immunization history. 
2. To be eligible for Adult Pfizer Vaccine dose, the Albertan must be 12+ 

years of age and must meet minimum eligibility factors based upon their 

Immunization history. 
3. To be eligible for ModernaVaccine dose, the Albertan must be 18+ years 

of age and must meet minimum eligibility factors based upon their 
Immunization history. 

4. To be eligible for AstraZeneca Vaccine dose, the Albertan must be 18+  

years of age and must meet minimum eligibility factors based upon their 
Immunization history. 

5. To be eligible for JannsenVaccine dose, the Albertan must be 18+  years 
of age and must meet minimum eligibility factors based upon their 
Immunization history. 

6. To be eligible for an Influenza Vaccine, the Albertan must be older than 6 
months of age in order to receive their Vaccine. 

1. There Albertan does not need to wait to become eligible in order to 
receive their first dose. 

2. The Albertan must wait for 56 days after they received their first dose to 
become eligible in order to receive their Second dose. Please note this 
does not apply to Jannsen Vaccine.

3. The Albertan must wait for 153 days after they received their second  
dose to become eligible in order to receive their Third dose. If the 

Albertan is Immunocompromised, then they will be able to book their 
appointment after 56 days. 

4. The Albertan must wait for 153 days after they received their Third dose 

to become eligible in order to receive their Fourth dose. The Albertan 
must be Immunocompromised in order to receive their Fourth dose. 

5. Please note that Albertans aged 12-17 are eligible for third doses with a 
minimum spacing of 153 days and 28 days for immunocompromised 
conditions 

Minimum Spacing Restrictions



Once the Vaccine Program is selected, the Albertan can add up to 6 family 

members to the appointment booking.

To add a registered family member, follow the steps below:

The Albertan clicks the Add Family Member button.

A pop-up window will display for the Albertan to enter the family 

member’s information.

* The Albertan must enter their family member’s Legal First Name and 
their Legal Last Name.

If the Albertan does not have a Legal First Name, they must enter 

their Legal Last name in both the Legal First Name and Legal 

Last Name fields. 

Step 1: Select Vaccination Program / Add Family Members
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* The Albertan must enter their family member’s Date of Birth.

To enter a date, the Albertan can click on the calendar icon and select the date or 

type it in using the following format: Mar 5, 1945.

* The Albertan must enter their family member’s Postal Code.

A valid postal code must be entered in capital letters in A1A 1A1 format.

* If the Albertan is booking appointments for COVID-19, they must 

specific the dose for each family member by selecting from one of the 
options in the drop-down menu.

Note: Additional doses are not available for the Pediatric Pfizer Vaccine Type.

The Albertan clicks Continue.

Step 1: Select Vaccination Program / Add Family Members
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If an Albertan tries to add a family member to the group booking who has 

registered with an invalid PHN, the following error message will appear, and they 

will not be able to proceed without calling 811 :

Our records show that you are missing information required to book an 

appointment.  Please call Health Link at 811 to assist with booking an appointment.

If an Albertan tries to add a family member to the group booking who has not 

registered, the following error message will appear, and they will not be able to 

proceed without calling 811 :

The person cannot be found. Click here to register, and after successful 

registration, please proceed on this screen to add family member. For any 

assistance, please call Health Link at 811

The Albertan will be able to click on the link in the warning message  directly to 

register the family member. 

While booking group appointments, Albertans will only be shown appointment 

dates on or after the entire group is eligible for the next COVID-19 vaccination. If 

the Albertans would like an earlier appointment, they would need to book separate 

appointments. The Albertan would click on Continue to book appointments 

together or click on cancel if they need to book separate appointments for each 

family member.

The warning pop-up will be shown as : Warning! If you are booking a group 

appointment, you will only be shown appointment dates on or after the entire group 

is eligible for their next COVID-19 vaccination. If you would like an earlier 

appointment, please book separate appointments. Please click ‘Continue' to add 

this family member to the appointment or click ‘Cancel’ to book separately.

Step 1: Select Vaccination Program / Add Family Members
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Please refer to page 8 for Eligibility criteria around Age and minimum spacing 

restrictions around Appointment Booking. 



To remove a family member, follow the steps below:

The Albertan clicks on the X next to the family member’s name.

A pop-up window will display to confirm removal of their family member.

The Albertan clicks Continue.

The Albertan clicks Continue to the next step.

Please refer to the eligibility and spacing rules on page 7 for further details

If the Albertan is not eligible for the selected Vaccine type and Program, the following 

error message will display specifying the vaccine type that they are ineligible for.

Step 1: Select Vaccination Program / Add Family Members
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Step 2: Select an Appointment

The Albertan may proceedwith booking a vaccination appointment by searching 

the City or Town, or by Postal Code, for an available location, date and time. The 
search is defaulted to Postal Code. If the Albertan would like to search by Postal 
Code, they will follow the steps below. 

The Albertan may edit the Postal Code.

The postal code entered during registration will auto populate in this field. This field may 

be changed to another postal code. A valid postal code must be entered in capital letters 

in A1A 1A1 format.

The Albertan will enter the preferred Radius.

The search radius must be between 1 and 999km. The search radius will default to 10km. 

The Albertan will click Search.

If no sites appear, the Albertan must select a different Postal Code or expand their search 

radius to find a vaccination site with available time slots. A list of Vaccination Sites with 

available appointment time slots for the selected vaccine program will display, in order of 

proximity to that postal code. The Albertan can also click Clear Search to 

clear the search fields.
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Step 2: Select an Appointment (Continued)

If the Albertan would like to search by City or Town, they will follow the steps 
below.

The Albertan will click the circle next to search by City or Town.

The Albertan will enter the preferred City or Townby beginning to type in the 

text box and clicking enter, or by clicking on the magnifier icon. 

The Albertan will click Search.

If no sites appear, an error message will appear. See an example of the error message 

above. The Albertan must select a different City/Town. Once the City or Town 

is selected, a list of Vaccination Sites with available appointment time 

Blocks will display, in alphabetic order. The Albertan can also click 

Clear Search to clear the search fields. 
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Step 2: Select an Appointment (Continued)

The Albertan must select the preferred location from the list of available 

vaccination sites.

The list of vaccination sites will show only facilities Only facilities with availability to 

accommodate all family members on or after the group’s most restrictive eligibility date 

will be displayed. 

The Albertan will select the Preferred Date by clicking on a date shaded in 
gray on the calendar. 

All appointments must be on the same day. The calendar view will default to the month 

with the nearest available date. To navigate between the months, click on the left or right 

arrows. Once the date is selected, the date will be shaded in blue. 

The Albertan will select the preferred Time(s) to accommodate their entire 
family by selecting from the options displayed in the drop-down menus.

The Albertan has the option to select concurrent, consecutive or individual time slots for 

the same day based on availability/preference. The number of slots available for each 

time slot will be displayed and will update only once the appointments have been 

confirmed.

The Albertan will click Continue.

A Contact Information will display for the primary contact.
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Step 3: Contact Information

4a * The Albertan will confirm their Contact Details and select their Preferred 

Contact Method.

All individuals who are part of the booking will receive individual booking confirmation 

notifications via their preferred method of communication.

The Albertan clicks Continue.

An appointment confirmation page will display to Review and Submit the appointment 

details for the primary contact and their family members. 

If the Albertan is under the age of 20 and is booking their first dose of a 

COVID-19 Vaccine, they will be automatically emailed a link to complete the 
COVID-19 Vaccine Safety Monitoring Study. 
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Step 4: Review and Submit
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The Albertan will confirm the Appointment Details for all family members.

The Albertan clicks Confirm Appointment.

A confirmation screen will be displayed. 

If the appointment is booked up in between the time the Albertan selects the appointment 

and confirms the appointment, a warning message will appear prompting 

them to select a new appointment. The Albertan will click Continue and be

redirected to the previous screen.
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Step 4: Review and Submit (Continued)

Each Albertan of the group booking will receive individual confirmation messages via their 

preferred method of communication which includes the booking confirmation number, QR 

Code, and a link to the cancellation portal. Each Albertan should take their QR code with 

them to facilitate checking in for their vaccination. If the QR code is not brought to their 

vaccination appointment, the Albertan may also be searched for by using their Legal First 

Name, Legal Last Name, appointment booking confirmation number, or Health Card 

Number. Each Albertan will receive a reminder for their scheduled appointment 24 hours 

before their appointment time (via their preferred contact method). 

Albertans should check their spam folders if they have not received an email. 
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Details and your confirmation code have been sent to primarycontact@gmail.com 
which you will need to bring to your appointment. Please check junk/spam folders 
if not received.

Individuals requiring both a COVID-19 and influenza immunization are asked to 

book separate appointments for each vaccine. Please talk to your immunizer if you 
wish to receive both vaccines, and every effort will be made to accommodate this 
at your first appointment. 



Step 4: Review and Submit (Continued)
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The appointment booking notification will be sent to all Albertan(s) via their 

preferred method of communication. 

This is an example of the message sent via Email.

This is an example of the message sent via SMS.
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How to Cancel a Booked Appointment

When Albertans receive their appointment booking confirmation via their preferred 

method of contact, they will also receive a link to cancel their appointment, if 
needed. Once they click the link, they will be directed to the cancellation portal 
where they may proceed to cancel their appointment. On this page, they will need to 

complete the following information: 

Note: All fields marked in * red asterisk are required. Select any of the links underlined for more 

detailed information.

* The Albertan must enter their Alberta PHN or ULI

or

* The Albertan must enter their Registration Number.

If the Albertan does not have an PHN, they will select the I don’t have a Health Card 

Number box and they will be prompted to enter their Registration Number. The Albertan 

receives their Registration Number upon successful registration via their preferred method 

of communication. 

* The Albertan must enter their Date of Birth.

To enter a date, the Albertan can click on the calendar icon and select 

the date or type it in using the following format: Mar 5, 1945.
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How to Cancel a Booked Appointment

* The Albertan must enter their Email or Phone Number. 

The Albertan must enter the Email or Phone Number that was entered at the time of 

registration. 

If the Albertan registered with an Email, they must enter their Email. 

If the Albertan registered with a Phone Number, they must enter their Phone Number. 

If the Albertan registered with an Email and a Phone Number, they must enter either their 

Email or their Phone Number.

The Albertan checks the reCAPTCHAbox indicating I’m not a robot.

The Albertan clicks Continue to the next screen.

They will be taken to the next step where their appointment will be displayed on the 

cancellation page. 
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How to Cancel a Booked Appointment (Continued)

The Albertan will be able to see any upcoming appointments and select the 

appointment they wish to cancel.

The Albertan will click Cancel Appointment.

A confirmation screen will display indicating that the appointment has been cancelled 

successfully.

The Albertan may reschedule their appointment right away by clicking on the 
Reschedule button. 

The Albertan will be brought back to the Appointment Booking Portal landing page where 

they can book a new vaccination appointment. 

The Albertan will also receive a cancellation notification with the link to the 

Appointment Booking Portal via their preferred communication channel. 
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